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Abstract 
The starting point of my research is the students’ lack of interest in the written text. The solution I test is a route to the students’ 
reading competence which is in continuous transformation. The Reading Enterprise represents a set of workshops that enhance a 
variety of text interpretations. Their number and their form of expression depend on the participants’ decisions so that it could 
adapt to their needs/ tastes/ moods... 
The paper presents and comments some products from the reading enterprise. We do not yet have mass production of proficient 
readers. But we do have some motivated ones.  
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1. Student/vs/ book 
There is nothing more disturbing for a mother tongue teacher than to notice, on a daily basis, the discouragement, 
the unhappiness and sometimes even the disgust of the students when it comes to the books they (try to) read. One 
might even ask how could a poor book hurt them so deeply that they get to hate it so passionately? The answer to 
this question is apparently simple yet in the same time full of meanings that are not always obvious from the point of 
view of the superficial commentator. Students read with a lot of difficulty, the reading process exhausts them and 
thus the book becomes dull and boring. Actually youngsters do not have a practice of their basic reading skills. 
I also teach French as a foreign language and I understand very well the fact that when somebody has difficulty 
in reading a text this is due to the lack of exercise. In these circumstances, students end up in a vicious circle which 
appears to be hopeless: they play the victim and the book is the enemy. This is why I tried to find a way out - by 
looking at the students’ moods, even fashions. I attempted to look more carefully at their endeavour to make 
themselves understood and to also understand the reality around them, the reality as it is seen by others (whosoever 
these “others” might be). I started to search for entry points to the worlds of my students with the hope of finding a 
route that can lead them to the crossroads of meanings of a literary text. 
I focused my approach on the following hypothesis: If I offer my students the opportunity to choose by 
themselves a specific way to represent their understanding of a text within a variety of reading workshops 
they will develop the competences of a proficient reader. After all, there are many methods that promise a good 
interpretation of the text and yet none fits to various circumstances such as educational background, learning style 
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intelligence profile etc. Giving the students the liberty to choose the way to express their understanding seemed a 
reasonable methodological decision which is supported by at least the theory of multiple intelligences (Gardner, 
2004, 2006) and the constructivist approaches (apud Singer and Sarivan, 2006). From the very beginning I imagined 
a large reading club with flexible options so that everyone, really everyone, even the least skilled reader could find a 
niche for his/ her personal way of relating to a text. This is how the Reading Enterprise came into being.  
Because of the large awareness on the students’ precarious reading apetite there have been many initiatives to 
improve this competence: various projects at ANPRO (Asociatia Nationala a Profesorilor de romana – The National 
Association of the Romanian teachers), the booklets of the reading clubs LECTURIADA, the blogs launched by 
other reading clubs in schools, articles in Perspective (the journal of the Romanian teachers) and on the site 
www.didactic.ro. All these initiatives gave me a lot of ideas (about possible activities within a reading club), yet 
none documented on the prototype I had in mind. I was looking for a complex activity with many workshops and 
teams that work simultaneously on the same text but with various instruments (something similar to the way people 
work in a factory - in a variety of teams, in a variety of workshops with a variety of tools in order to transfer a 
project into a product). It might be very well that we are the first ones!  
Who are “we”? My partners in the Enterprise are the eight graders from the School 2 Moara Vlasiei, Ilfov county 
(a village not far from the capital of Romania). The class is not big, just 18 students – nine boys and nine girls. They 
are considered among the best in the school because they are diligent and well behaved and they come to school! 
The Reading Enterprise is not our first experience together in which we try to do something beyond the school 
routine. During the previous year we had developed an original project that aimed to improve the writing 
techniques. The project had originated within a learning unit on the topic of the narrative structures in verses where 
the support reading from the textbook is a famous Romanian ballad Manastirea Argeşului (Arges Monastery). 
Besides the analysis of the narrative structure, the students had read a complementary fiction – The Manuscript 
Curse (in Romanian) that gives another ending to the traditional ballad. Consequently the then 7 graders had to 
develop and write down other endings to the narrative according to the legend around the monastery in the ballad. 
That was the first “big” project they developed and they were very enthusiastic and they did their best not only with 
the writing I had given but also with a form of presentation (they chose themselves). The final version of the text 
was copied on coloured paper which was afterwards thoroughly processed so that to look like an old manuscript.  
Thanks to this experience I had learned that if these students got involved in the job they came out with original 
ideas beyond the task. The potential was there and it needed being activated. 
2. Students love books 
When we set up our Reading Enterprise, the students’ first assignement, as founding members of the club, was to 
devise a number of workshops according to their preferences and talents. After a week’s reflection the provisional 
list comprised five workshops: the text developers, the musicians, the film makers (also including the theatrical 
performance addicts!), the designers, the technicians. They all had some sort of broad idea about what the 
responsibilities were in each workshop.  
The first activity within the Reading Enterprise was the re-reading and subsequent interpretation of a fairy tale by 
a Romanian writer (Praslea the valiant and the golden apples). They had studied this text when they were in grade 5 
but they were quite young to decypher all its symbols. A refresh seemed quite welcomed.  
The aim of the first session was less the immediate results in terms of reading and more the raising awareness of 
the variety of the workshops and their usefulness when it comes to text interpretation. We decided to develop a joint 
complex product under the shape of a model to suggest the protagonist’s route (basically the narrative of the tale 
where the other specific elements could be added). The product was a single one but the students worked separately 
in the workshops (Fig. 1). Thus a team planned the model, another one developed the components to be attached, 
another team was reanalysing the text to make sure everyone is on the right track (Praslea’s route!). The students 
demonstrated a sound reading of the text: The team who planned the model traced a route to show the passage 
between the two worlds; the designers had a comprehensive list of the symbol objects they needed to attach. 
Everybody had found a niche to be useful – the text developers made a summary, the actors enacted some passages 
in the tale to show the most important stages of the route, the technicians stuck together all the elements of the 
model (Fig. 2) and commented on the role and place of every symbol. While developing the model the students 
identified the meaning of: the journey (the protagonist’s passage towards adulthood), the golden apples (his dream), 
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the copper, silver and gold palaces (the stages), the books when guarding the apple tree (the mark of wisdom). We 
also tried to find correspondences of these elements in the real world. The position of the various objects on the 
model was negociated, each piece finding its right position after bringing about good arguments.  
 
 
Fig. 1 – The opening session at the Reading 
Enterprise  
 
Fig. 2 - Everybody works. Every detail is important. 
Everybody is important
 
An interesting assessment of the first product of the Reading Enterprise was the interest that it stirred among the 
younger students who found the model on display on the main corridor of the school the next day. The eight graders 
were able to give details and explanations about their model and explicitly about the fairy tale structure.  
During the following days we tried to evaluate what went well and less well and decide what workshops can still 
develop. We agreed that some of the workshops that were initially planned were not useful. Consequently their 
activity was cancelled. Other workshops merged in a new shape. The enterprise was reorganized (for better reading 
profit) into three workshops – text (interpretation, development, adaptation), drama (role play, drama rehearsal), 
design (models, objects, sets, costumes etc).  
The second session of the enterprise was a discussion – turned debate – turned reflection – turned discussion! The 
powerful involvement of the students was motivated by a fashionable reading nowadays which is the series ”Sign” 
by PC and Kristin Cast. The series present the story of a 16 year old girl, who is pretty confused, without a clear 
compass in her life and who goes through a tremendous change after being marked (the sign!) by a vampire. She 
moves in a castle together with other marked people. Amazingly enough, in that castle she reconciles with herself, 
makes new friends and finally identifies a place of her own. The Enterprise included a book review, the 
identification of real life situations in the story, the development of interesting drawings, the telling of the story from 
another point of view. The students noticed that the identification with the main character is facilitated by the 
narrator character Zoey. She presents the facts in a subjective way that submits the readers until their total surrender. 
The book was promoted as a must-read under the new brand of the Enterprise – „Worth reading”.  
The „Sign” session coincided with the new blog (http://fabrica-de-lectura.blogspot.com/) who was designed in 
order to promote the activities of the Enterprise. The blog is administrated by the students and it serves as a bridge 
between our school and readers from elsewhere. The latter showed up immediately after the post about the “Sign”: 
Ana: „The books are really cool ... super for teenagers. I loved them all and I can’t wait to read the new volumes 
from the series. I have to admit that if my mate told me about them I wouldn’t have read. I’m so glad I learned about 
them. I hope more children find them and read them.”  
Jeanine: „These are realy good books, suitable for every teenager. There is a lot of suspence there. Good action!. 
The moment you got to chapter 5 you can’t leave it anylonger and you stay the whole night. Even if you have classes 
in the morning!”  
Ionut: „Hi. I also read the first three. I got at chapter 13 in the third one. Really cool! Zoey speaks of her 
personal life. This informs us, too. Super cool! It is a worth reading book, that’s for sure. I had been asking money 
from grandma’ for more than a week to be able to buy the third volume. Folks, it’s really cool. I hope you read it 
too. You’ll see for yourselves. Bye.  
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Cristi: „The books are nice. I also read the first three. I’ve heard the fourth one has already hit the stands. I must 
buy it. Congratulations for the site.”  
 Along the various comments, the blog also hosts snapshots from the Enterprise sessions. As one can see from the 
posts of the visitors the blog is perceived as a space of the students where they can express freely and discuss 
exactly what they are interested in.  
Another demanding and exciting activity at the Enterprise was the interpretation of Alladin (fig. 3 and fig. 4). 
This took two weeks and two sessions, but the students also worked outside the Enterprise. Alladin was a “big” 
show with a lot of characters and actors and with a lot of rehearsal. It also mobilised the technicians for a number of 
costumes and sound effects. The challenge was no smaller for the text developers who had to transfer a narrative 
into a dialogue without losing the flavour of the Arab story.  
 
 
Fig. 3 – Alladin - the first performance 
 
Fig. 4 – Alladin reloaded! The second performance in 
front of a large audience 
 
The work was quite difficult and consuming but the children loved it. Here are some of the comments in the 
feedback note. 
Adi: „This is the most beautiful project so far. Wow. It was like a dream! I’d love to do more of this kind. When 
we do drama is just great! “ 
Anca: „The Reading enterprise is cool !! I can’t wait for the next stories. I love to discuss them and maybe we 
can produce other shows so that the other classes can see us!”  
Ioana: „I like this project very much and I am sure everybody likes it. I felt very free, it was fun and we learned a 
lot. Only that it was really nice to learn, I mean. I like the idea that other children from the school enjoy what we do 
here and would like to join. That’s cool!”  
The Alladin sessions involved the whole class, the same way as it had happened with the fairy tale. Some made 
the costumes and the special objects for the performance, others played smaller or more important roles.  Everybody 
is important and everybody has a part to do. In terms of the final product we had decided to give a performance for 
the children in the first grade. The success was that big, much bigger than we expected, that two days later we gave 
another performance for a huge public – nearly all the students in our school came to see us! It was a great 
promotion for our Enterprise. 
3. The Ongoing Enterprise 
When I first mentally framed the Reading Enterprise I have not figured the quick and powerful response on 
behalf of the students. Our “club” got larger as it attracted students from the smaller grades. Their ongoing project at 
the moment this article was submitted is the “discussion” of Andersen’s stories. The project was planned for two 
months. Every week the students pick up a story and discuss it. The younger ones work under the supervision of the 
Enterprise founding members. Basically they address questions to the text and then decide on a form of 
representation in one of the workshops. The interpretative questions and a meaningful analogy were adapted from a 
chapter in Lecturiada 3 (Frentiu, 2008).  
In the Snowy Queen there are some wicked elves who made a mirror of the evil which they wanted to place in the 
sky. They fail to do so and their attempt reminds us of the efforts to build the Babel Tower. So, for the first activity, 
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the students were asked to bring old newspapers, to read the story from the Genesis and to start building the tower. 
They managed to make it at about 1 meter from the ground but it could not go higher no matter how hard they tried. 
They had to give up, we talked about the failure and we finally reached the conclusion that the material was 
inadequate. We found similarities between our building and the one in the Bible and we discussed about the elves’ 
attempt. The discussion took deep turns as we touched to the categories of good and evil, we mentioned basic values 
such as honesty and friendship and we looked into mirrors so we could notice the reversed images. The students got 
to the conclusion that the evil exists so that we could appreciate what is good. They liked this idea and decided to 
apply it in a new drama for Christmas. 
Before the holidays, the Enterprise members developed themselves a short play about the conflict between good 
and evil. It started all gloomy with a family tragedy at Christmas time, and the intervention of a white angel and a 
dark one as told in flashbacks. The play was very intriguing in terms of composition and was developed throughout 
the rehearsals with amazing creativity. With very little help on my behalf the children constructed the plot like a 
chain story with a lot of suspense. The decision about a happy ending arrived as a last resort in order to give a 
Christmas present to the audience. This involved the rehabilitation of the dark angel who gives back the happiness 
she had stolen from the family twenty years before. As a result the angel receives herself a Christmas present - a 
brand new pair of white wings! The mise en scene was elaborated and comprised sophisticated sets – artificial snow, 
angel wings, home-made costumes, many candles that were brought in and placed on the floor each time a new 
character entered the stage. The students took more responsibility in decision making and got involved in the 
Christmas “surprise” in a very personal way.  
Other upcoming events that we planned together for the Reading Enterprise are: the Eminescu week in January 
when we hope to offer a wide range of representations for the work of the national poet; the Creanga week in March. 
For the second term, the Reading Enterprise prepares a story marathon: For a whole week our members will present 
to the primary children multiple representations of stories. These will surely include a performance a day by a role 
play inspired from a story. Hopefully, the second term will also mobilise the new members of the Enterprise (six and 
seven graders) to gradually take more responsibility as the founding members are to prepare to switch for the 
highschool.  
4. Conclusions  
I do not know the future of the Reading Enterprise.  
Will the new members change the workshops profile? Are they going to expand the activities? Will they be as 
willing to try new things and to enact a performance every week (as it was the case with the theater addicts from 
grade 8)? Right now the enterprise is a success and there are many applications on behalf of the younger ones to 
become part of it. We will keep to the openness of the concept. The Enterprise is open to everyone who would like 
to taste the beauty of books. The blog is open to all visitors for comments. The list of workshops is also open. Well, 
the literary text is open, and so are its possible interpretations. From here, multiple representations can really lead to 
the development of proficient readers. 
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